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ABSTRACT: Transnational Organized crimes are being considered as one of the most important problems of the 21st century. These crimes are among those which are transgressing the national boundaries and have a considerable impact on the social and economic development of states. This research focuses on the measures taken by the government of Iran against Transnational Organized Crimes and UN conventions (Palermo and Merida).
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The right flow of information at this market leads to make the accurate and reasonable decision from the participants' statements. But there is not significant relation between auditing firm size with restatement of financial statements.

The aim of this research is to discuss effect of education of philosophy upon creativity of students for dependant groups. The findings are confirmed by validity and creditably for children that is extension and innovation.

The aim of present study is to determine the share of psychological empowerment and internalexternal source of control in prediction of the organizational commitment and personality variables influenced organizational commitment of education bureau personnel.

Computer games as an emerging phenomenon have encompassed extensive aspects of children's life that social skills would decrease. This study illustrates that with increased DPCG, the children's social skills would decrease.

With the quickly widespread availability of computers and information technology and advanced media no country can to afford decision-making. And there was no evidence to reject the mentioned fourfold hypothesis.

In recent years, special niche of brand has been paid increasingly attention in academic and scientific research. Also, some studies have examined the relationship between brand and social customs, altruism and propriety.

Purpose of the present study was to compare resiliency, styles of coping with stress, alexithymia and fear of negative evaluation, and gallantry, but there is not a significant relationship between brand and social customs, altruism and propriety.

High volume of accounting scandals in recent years has led to a loss of public trust in corporations and organizations. According to direct tax code, financial statements should be prepared based on Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, but there is not significant relation between auditing firm size with restatement of financial statements.
This study examines the impact of acceptance-based treatment (ACT) on increasing marital satisfaction in married women. The results indicate that acceptance-based treatment has caused the increasing of marital satisfaction rate in married women in the control group.

This study aimed to examine the impact of teaching methods on the amount of learning English lesson for second grade students. The results showed that the use of mobile learning enhances the learning of English lesson among students in the second year of intermediate (second round).

The present study identifies the relationship between quality of work life and productivity of Education teachers in District 12 of Tehran. The results indicated that the relationship between the work world dimension and productivity among the research hypotheses are confirmed.

The present research studies the influence of 'Circle Time' on increasing mutual respect and respecting class regulations among Iranian female students. However, the result showed that the mutual respect did not have a significant improvement.

Meta-cognition is a key concept in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) education. The present study identifies the relationship between meta-cognition and productivity among university students. The results indicated that meta-cognition awareness has a significant relationship with university students' productivity.

This study aimed to evaluate the impact of mobile-based education on increasing creativity and Iranian EFL learners' listening comprehension.

This study was accomplished to investigate the relationship between strategic management and crisis management in hospitals of Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran. The results showed that the relationship between strategic management and crisis management space, controlling and planning horizon is statistically significant (0.01) and with 99% confidence.

The present study has been undertaken with the objective of structural equation modeling related to the relationship of family factors affecting on the academic motivation of high school students. The results indicated that family circumstances has explained and predicted 19% of the academic motivation variable.

The main purpose of this study is Evaluation of technical efficiency in the education departments of the Oil Ministry. The efficiency of DMUs is measured using the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) model. The results indicated that DMU1, DMU2, DMU5 and assuming variable return to scale, DMU1, DMU2, DMU3, DMU5, DMU6, DMU8 are efficient units.
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ABSTRACT:
This study investigates the relationship between the dimensions of organizational structure (complexity, Formality and Centralization) and entrepreneurial activities. The results show that there is a significant relationship between Formality, Centralization, Complexity and Entrepreneurship. But there is a significant and positive relationship between complexity and entrepreneurship.
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The Effectiveness of Life Skills Training on Increasing the Rate of General Health of Parastoo Rehabilitation Center Employees.
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ABSTRACT:
The present investigation was aimed to investigate the effectiveness of life skills training on increasing the rate of general health and its dimensions (reducing the symptoms of anxiety, depression, physical and social issues).
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ABSTRACT:
This study examines the quality of voluntary disclosure on the opinion and fees of the independent auditors in listed companies. The results show that there is a significant and positive relationship between the quality of voluntary disclosure and the opinion and fees of the independent auditors.
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ABSTRACT:
English learning as an international language is a required skill for students but despite of trying there are factors that improve the learning. This study has explained, then related advantages and impact of this has examined on some students with questionnaire survey.
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ABSTRACT:
The present investigation was aimed to study factors affecting the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) by faculty members. The results show that the cost and capital factor is in the first priority, followed by educational, technical and structural, and skill factors are in the next priorities.
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Studying the effect of Aesop's legends and stories on Kalila-wa-Dimna written by Ibn-e-Moghaffa
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ABSTRACT:
Aesop's legends book is one sample of allegory legends in western literature that has been translated into all languages but in fact the rate of translation in eastern literature is different. This study showed that at least 12 concepts of Aesop's legends have been represented in Kalila-wa-Dimna with trivial modifications.
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An Investigation on the Effectiveness of Managerial Styles on Creativity of Physical Education Staffs (Case Study: State Physical Education, East Azerbaijan Province, Iran)
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ABSTRACT:
This study is conducted to figure out the relations between different managerial styles (conventional, moderate and innovative) and creativity of male and female managers in their managerial styles, i.e. male managers having more participative management style than females.
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